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 3 Organisational Buying 
Behaviour

Overview
This chapter introduces traditional views about organisational buying behaviour, 
before progressing to consider the importance of relationships and the contribution 
that systems and technology have made to this aspect of business marketing.

The chapter starts with a comparison of the main characteristics associated with both 
consumer and organisational purchasing behaviour. Then, following an examination 
of the decision making unit and the decision making processes generally assumed to 
be adopted by organisations, the focus moves to reflect upon the different influences 
that can impact on an organisation’s purchasing activities.

The last section looks at the nature of uncertainty and the way in which organisations 
attempt to reduce buyer-perceived risk. It ends by examining how relationships between 
buyers and sellers can evolve and affect the purchasing behaviour of organisations.

Aims and objectives

The aim of the chapter is to examine the behaviour, characteristics and processes that 
organisations use to purchase products and services.

The objectives of this chapter are to:

Compare the characteristics of organisational and consumer buying 1 
behaviour.

Explore the membership and main characteristics of the decision 2 
making unit.

Explain organisational decision making processes.3 

 Consider the influences on organisational buyer behaviour.4 

Determine and reflect upon the nature of risk and uncertainty in B2B 5 
markets.

Consider some of the issues concerning the use of technology within 6 
eProcurement.
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A Slice of Life – Consulting with Consultancies

The trap that many internal marketing departments fall into is that of 
‘familiarity’. They have a ‘proven’ list of to-dos based on last year’s list of 

to-dos and unless there is some form of intervention, that’s what they’re going 
to deliver. Again. They repeat the same mistakes from the previous year(s) 
either because they are incapable of learning from their mistakes, or, more 
likely, because they have no alternative benchmark from which to learn and 
no available resource with which to explore new opportunities. At that point 
the enterprise will buy-in external expertise to provide the required products 
and services. The process for engaging those external services, however, 
varies considerably – from, “I need help with my brand strategy, I’ll call 
Scot…” to, “I need help with my brand strategy, Scot will be one of a dozen 
agencies that will be asked to respond to a 300-page Request for Proposal 
developed, issued and evaluated by the Enterprise Procurement Team.” 

Sellers always want to sell fast. The spectrum of buying behaviour is therefore 
limited only by the capacity for procrastination of the buying organisation. 
We can call it something else if you like – best practice, due diligence, risk 
mitigation, creative appetite – but if you really want to buy something, there is 
a product (and/or service) and a price. That’s it. And yet for every successful 
‘trade’, there are any number of trade failures for both buyer and seller.

I was somewhat surprised to receive a phone call from the marketing 
department of a very large, global, management consultancy one day. The 
caller’s Marketing Director had heard me speak at a conference and had 
been sufficiently impressed to have ‘his people talk to my people…’ We 
arranged a meeting to explore how I might provide creative services to the 
company.

In conversation, the client explained that the management consultancy had 
an internal marketing team of over 350 people – in the UK alone. I nearly 
fell off my chair. “Three HUNDRED and fifty? What on earth do you need me 
for then?” 

It transpired that while there was any number of ‘worker ants’ delivering the 
various components of marketing services, no one within the organisation 
really thought about the creative development of the brand. Or rather, such 
strategic thinking was reserved for the senior partners within the consultancy 
– and they had better things to do. So they wanted some creative help. They 
didn’t call it that of course, because this organisation could never be seen to 
need ‘help’. But that’s what they were looking for and they’d asked me to 
challenge their thinking creatively and deliver concepts that would excite their 
market place.

So that’s what we did – challenge. Not without due consideration for the 
brand or its audiences of course, but there seemed little point in submitting 
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traditional corporate communications of the type that over 300 of their staff 
might equally conceive. One example of the work that I presented was a 
picture of a clearly aggressive and very old lady sticking two fingers up at 
the camera. The accompanying headline for the concept read, “Two things 
that your grandma never told you about the mid-tier market…” It was 
controversial no doubt, but it played directly to the younger ‘Y-Generation’ 
audience whose attention the client was seeking. And the client liked it.

The consultative nature of the client business had made it unable to make 
an instinctive decision however. So the client took the concept to focus 
group research. Unsurprisingly, the younger groups loved the ‘in your face’ 
approach and confirmed that they would respond favourably to any such 
communication from the client. The older generation of business leaders 
were appalled, shocked and more than a little outraged. Faced with a 
potential backlash of opinion and in order to protect the brand’s reputation 
the client ultimately decided to do what it seemingly always decided to do 
when creatively challenged – it did nothing. The project was considered a 
success – “We’ve established how far not to step over the line…” The work 
was paid for, assimilated and quietly consigned to the too-scary shelf.

This was a process to be repeated several times with the consultancy on a 
variety of projects that were all paid for, considered successes, but with no 
output. They liked being scared, they liked the challenge. They liked being 
taken to the precipice and peering over, but were unable to take the plunge. 
As the internal decision making process escalated, the exuberance and initial 
approval of junior management was being countermanded by the safety-
conscious senior management. 

In every instance of the projects delivered, there was a clearly viable business 
case for creative communications. It started with the brief and the initial 
requirement demanding a creative response and it ended with market 
research confirming that the target audience would respond positively. But 
they still never left the parking lot. In the example of the ‘two fingers granny’ 
given, there was a clear and compelling strategy to segment the audience 
into the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ and simply deliver the new communications to 
the new audience. But no. 

The result of indecision is inertia and that’s what transpired with this 
consulting firm. In the end, I declined to accept any further projects from the 
client. There didn’t seem much point. It’s hard to continue to deliver creative 
services when the creative component is slowly and painfully eroded. It would 
have been considerably more efficient to eliminate creativity as a mandate 
and simply select a tried and tested headline to accompany any one of the 
many corporate handshake or blue sky photographs that were abundant 
within the brand guidelines carefully compiled by over 300 staff…

We had a meeting about my declining the work and my client was clearly 
surprised. They wanted to continue giving me work that would never see the 
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